OCEN 678  
Fluid Dynamics for Ocean and Environmental Engineering  
Books on Library Reserve

The following references are on reserve under the course OCEN 678 in the library. You may access all of this material through the library reserves website for this course at

- [http://library-reserves.tamu.edu/](http://library-reserves.tamu.edu/) then search for either Socolofsky or OCEN 678

Scanned chapters will be available at the above link, and hard copies will be held at the reference desk in the Evans library. For each class period, the notes attached to the course online Calendar page detail which resources apply to that lecture. These references are made available to help you learn this material. Please make use of them as needed.

Scan Chapters 1, 2, and 8.

Scan Chapters 1, 2, 4, and 5.

Scan Chapters 1 and 3.

Scan Chapters 1, 2, and 3.

Scan Chapters 1, 4.1-4.12, 5, 9.1-9.3, and 9.9-9.12

Scan Chapters 1, 2, and 4.


Scan Chapters 4.4, and 6.

Scan Chapters 3 and 4.
Scan Chapter 20
Scan Chapters, 1, 2 and 5
Scan Chapters 1, 2, and 4.